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kreon is an international organisation 
manufacturing architectural interior lighting 
products (lighting tools) and complete 
metal ceiling solutions, creating contextually 
appropriate systems within an increasingly 
changing world.

Committed to excellence since 1982,  
the premise for kreon’s design is a very clear, 
characteristic visualisation of the company’s 
philosophy: purity and simplicity. Wherever 
possible we draw upon pure three-dimensional 
architectural forms, highlighting the essential 
and extracting the structural minimum. 
kreon offers timeless and innovative lighting 
concepts, initiating a dialogue with and 
between architectural structures. 

The collection includes an array of downlights, 
uplights and sidelights which blend 
harmoniously into ceilings, floors and walls. 
We always respect the recessed position of the 
light source, creating comfortable warmth and 
preventing unpleasant glare.

Our lighting concepts are implemented by 
architects, designers and engineers during the 
planning stages of the design process and in 
a variety of environments. Typical applications 
include residential, hospitality, retail, display 
and office interiors. 

Architects and light planners are our 
major clients.

kreon

tools of light

We want to welcome people into the world of kreon, 
make them a part of it. We want to create a harmony 
between comfort and functionality. That is what our new 
collections consist of. Functional yet comfortable solutions. 
We step away from classic designs. And we bring back 
true, unique optics and lenses. Characterized by comfort, 
connectivity, technology and architecture. Driven by 
innovation, we try to surprise you and do the unpredictable. 
To meet everyone’s personal needs. So everyone 
can experience the world of kreon.
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The return 
of the object
Kristof Pycke, Art Director

We at kreon believe that the light in a space and the lighting of 
architecture is more than an expression of utility. Thanks to the care 
of esthetic detailing of its products, the constant development of 
lighting technology and the careful placement of luminaires within the 
space, kreon proves the opposite. With the new products 2020 kreon 
introduces a vision for the future. 

Modern architectural design and interior design are fast, 
dynamic and powerful. It could leave kreon at risk for creating 
luminaires that would only function for aesthetic use without lighting 
purpose. More interesting, on the other hand, is to reset the search 
for new designs. Designs that are rooted from our own inspirational 
sources and the quest for lighting solutions for modern architecture 
and lighting planning. The result is the introduction of kreon kagi and 
kreon inti downlight that show 3 levels of innovation.

Introducing diffuse direct light
kreon’s recessed luminaires created direct light with a delicate 
observation of form and function. In the modern interior design we 
notice a “flattening” of the surfaces. Therefore one searches for a 
uniform light on all the surfaces in this space.

Introducing light to look at
The lighting of architecture or the lighting of a workspace is only 
a limited element of a light plan nowadays. Contemporary interior 
designers are open to the introduction of luminous objects for 
orientation throughout architecture.

Introducing objects
After the successful introduction of the kreon oran family in 
2018, we now introduce new families that continue materialising 
lighting objects. 
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The kreon kagi profile system has a spatial strength that 
wants to organise and connect the individual zones in 
modern architecture. It is an object of a pure construction 
without wanting to be visual ballast, constructed according 
to the principle of the straight line and the economic 
principle, i.e. maximum effect with a minimum of shape 
or material. kreon kagi constructs compositions that are 
in direct dialogue with the space in which they are used 
and consists of connecting basic elements — 24V track — 
with simple round or square volumes and materials. 
These formal three-dimensional compositions, which are 
perceived as one whole, are always clearly constructed 
from individual and independent elements. The resulting 
object always has its own dynamics — formal and visual — in 
an architecture which, depending on the intended purpose, 
must be coordinated by the architect or lighting planner. 
The kreon kagi system aims to be a guiding principle in the 
architecture and to provide an answer to the elementary 

solutions desired in a lighting plan. 

kreon kagi is an innovative and extremely versatile patented ® profile sys-
tem combining linear and accent lighting. The basic 24V profile can be either 
recessed or surface mounted and can optionally be equiped with 16 mm or 
26 mm diameter satinated continuous light tubes for a sustained soft light dis-
tribution. A junction allows a perpendicular, 90° tilted second level connection 
of the 24V profile. Round or square shaped spotlights and wallwashers can be 
added just by clamping them on the main profiles making kreon kagi an es-
sential lighting tool that can be used as a graphic play of light or guide light. 

noveltynovelty
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kreon kagikreon kagi

The dynamic prerequisite 
The accentuating of movements in the space

The floor plan of the architecture made the wall redundant 
and increasingly strives for the principle of open space 
divided only by functional requirements. The basic elements 
of the kreon kagi profile system not only fulfil the effective 
and necessary function of distributing voltage from a single 
point, with the ingenious addition of a linear luminaire, 
creating an element which the lighting planner can use to 

accentuate the linear attraction of the floor plan.

The rhythmic prerequisite 
The accentuating of changing viewpoints in the space

Good architecture not only calculates with space but also 
with time. In its simplest form, it is filled in by the residents, 
who can give the same space an alternating visual aspect. 
kreon kagi allows the illumination of objects, functions or points 
of view by adding simple round or square light  containers. 

The static precondition 
The accentuation of the separating surfaces that 

the architectural structure contains

By using wall-wash modules on well thought of locations, 
the lighting planner creates a surface that is illuminated 
and therefore attracts attention. By planning in vertical 
lighting, the lighting planner not only provides orientation in 
the space but also highlights the illuminated partition area.  

Luminaires

Connectors

Downlight
wallwasher

Driver

Adaptor

Light

Profiles
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kreon kagi

Testimonial by Daan, lighting designer kreon

kreon kagi allows us to creatively use light in one space, from one connection.
There are numerous possibilities. One could use the light lines that are either 
unattached or attached to each other. As a result of this setup one has a diffuse 
lighting sphere lined out. Should one require more direct light, additional 
downlights can be secured. The position of these can be determined during 
assembly. Even later additional downlights can still be added. This shows the 

flexility of this system. 

kreon kagi 2-levels

Of course it is also possible to install kreon kagi vertically. Different combinations 
are possible with various design options. To create true eyecatchers. I think this 
system has architectural value. With kreon kagi we can physically connect the 
devices with each other. When applied in a seating area with minimalistic 
design, we can create atmospheric effect using lights and shadows, all from 
one connection. This makes this system applicable in renovations as well. 
Should it be used in spaces that need extra light, for instance a kitchen area, 

additional downlights can provide all the light that is needed.  

kreon kagi

kreon kagi 1-level

noveltynovelty
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Hospitality
The building of Hotel Warszawa is one 
of the most important representatives 
of Polish interwar architecture. 
It became an important symbol of 
the revivating Warsaw after the war. 
Towering majestically above the capital, 
visible from a distance of up to 20 km. 
Its modern steel and reinforced concrete 
construction was the answer to the 
strong and dynamic urbanization of 
the Warsaw agglomeration and proof 
of the mastery of pre-war engineering. 
Today, it is one of the most modern hotels 
in Poland. The hotel is almost completaly 
illuminated with kreon tools of light. 
Made to measure kreon cana 40 profiles 
with copper louvers illuminate the lobby 
of the hotel, other products used, include 
kreon holon 40, kreon aplis 40 and 
belux lifto.

HOTEL
WARSZAWA

Architects
M. Grzybek, G. Grzybek, P. Kramarz, 
M. Stępniewski-Janowski, 
J. Zardini, J. Wichłacz

Location 
Warsaw, Poland
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One of the most important 
representatives of Polish 
interwar architecture

← 
kreon holon 40 
surface mount-
ed in the bar of 
the hotel.

→ 
Each hotel room 
has a belux lifto 
fixture installed 
on the desk.
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ARCHITECTURE

The importance  
of light for your
architectural 
design

The impact of lighting on spaces cannot be underestimated. 
The beauty of a gorgeous room can get lost if the lighting is bad and 
an ugly space can look much better thanks to quality lighting.

In recent years there has been an increasing interest worldwide 
in light, lighting and lighting design among designers as well as 
architects. This is the result of the growing awareness of the fact that 
architecture in 2020 has become more complex and of the increase of 
free forms.

This also increases the need for quality architectural lighting 
solutions. Standardized lighting concepts might have satisfied the 
more static architecture of the recent past. The variation we see in 
contemporary architecture requires various and distinctive possibilities 
in terms of lighting.
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In search of light, 
atmosphere and comfort
That is why it is no longer 
surprising to see the exten-
sive range of light sources and 
luminaires today. So that it is 
seamless and perfectly imple-
mentable in a lot of different ar-
chitectural designs. An architect 
is searching for light, atmos-
phere and comfort, rather than 
for lighting devices themselves. 
It is not the luminaire that 
should steal the show. The prod-
uct should be minimally present 
in the architecture and should 
be kept in the background. 
So that the light itself can be the 
center of attention.
How to successfully integrate 
lighting in a design? That re-
quires knowledge and insights 
about products, technologies 
and most of all about the effects 
and impact of light. 

Positive effects of good lighting
There are many advantages 
connected to choosing the right 
lighting. Think about the posi-
tive effects on the quality of life 
and the influence on comfort, 
productivity and even human 
health. The lighting choices 
you make also affect the user’s 
energy bill. On average, about 
20% of the energy consumption 
in a building goes to lighting. So 
take the time to analyze the en-
ergy efficiency in a lighting plan.
A desirable light quality de-
pends on three factors:
1→ human needs
2→ architectural considerations
3→ energy efficiency

Human needs
Various studies proof that the 
quality of light in a building af-
fects the sense of well-being of 
the people in it. A well-designed 
lighting plan can for instance, 
positively influence the  satis-
faction and productivity of office 
employees. Owners or managers 
have the potential to simulta-
neously add value and reduce 
costs by investing in qualita-
tive lighting.

It is no secret that people 
are attracted to well-lit public 
facilities, commercial complexes 
or parks. For as good lighting 
improves the mood and makes 
these places desirable.

Architectural considerations
Evolutions in techniques and 
technology have made the role 
of a lighting specialist or light-
ing designer crucial for the suc-
cess of an architectural project. 
The possibilities have quickly 
become endless. At the same 
time, knowledge is required to 
insure a seamless integration 
into modern architecture, as it 
becomes more complex every 
day. Lighting design has 
become a creative extension of 
architecture. The main objective 
of lighting in an architectural 
design can be reduced to com-
pliment the present shapes and 
colors of that design.

Energy efficiency
Aiming for sustainability and 
energy efficiency will result not 
only in a smaller ecological foot-
print but it will also decrease 
energy costs. Light control is a 
way to make lighting perform 
better and more efficient. By us-
ing dimmers and (intelligent) 
controls you can, for instance, 
enlighten a space to the task 
that is performed there. Inte-
gration with other ventilation 
or airconditioning technologies 
can also play a role in this. 

Dialogue
We at kreon always start from 
the architectural design. That 
makes us an excellent sparring 
partner. Kreon purity in light, 
helps you find the perfection 
conditions under which the 
beauty of your design can come 
to the surface in the most opti-
mal way. 
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The new simplicity

kreon inti sets out to give the lighting designer a tool to 
create different atmospheres within the architecture with 
one single downlight without creating unnecessary “noise” 
within the space. Two different light patterns are created 
from a single light point: directional point illumination and 
diffuse illumination. By combining the two opposing lighting 
effects in the same luminaire, kreon inti is a renewed choice 

for unity, regardless of the dual function. 

kreon inti is the result of patiently building on a knowledge of 
lighting technology and carefully exploring the characteristic 

design of kreon: simplicity, clarity and unity. 

This simplicity and uniformity are not the result of a formal 
frugality but are the concentration of complexity in one 
decisive part in which the high recess dome does not want 
to be merely transparent and neutral, but translucent and 
soothing thanks to its facets referring to 1950’s glass design. 

kreon inti is a fully recessed premium downlight with a refined patented ® 
optical system. kreon inti fixed downlight has a build in dome set above a 
black or white internal louvre, satinated for ambient luminescence or faceted 
to add a more scattering play of brilliance. kreon inti directional combines the 
dome effects with a decentralized directional spotlight that has an angular 
adjustment of 30°. When combined with the choice of spot, darklight or wide 

darklight reflector it provides a truly accent lighting tool.

kreon intikreon inti

noveltynovelty
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SPECIFICATIONS DOME
Light source: 
LED, 8.25W, 
2700K/3000K, 
CRI90+, 640lm
Optic: 
Faceted PMMA
Light management: 
onn/off, DALI, 1-10V
Colors: 
white-black

Ambient light

Satinated or faceted dome White and black, paintable louvre

Ambiant + directional spot

Single or double circuitSatinated or faceted dome, spot 15°, 
darklight 36°, and wide darklight 60°

kreon intikreon inti

SPECIFICATIONS SPOT
Light source: 
LED, 2.75W, 
2700K/3000K, CRI90+, 
158lm
Optic: 
double focus darklight
Light management: 
onn/off, DALI, 1-10V
Colors: 
white-black

noveltynovelty
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Design and architecture have a deep urge to innovate. Not only 
because it enables the designer and, by extension, the user, to 

profile themselves, but also from an economic point of view, 
new is better. Because of this consumptive mentality, the pure 

search for functional lighting fixtures is increasingly being 
buried by the design

Created by Loes, Tineke, Bastiaan, Iris, Frederik, Maarten, 
Lien, Marcel, Bruno, Kristof, Zoë, Inge

By no means every lighting manufacturer produc-
es design (present objects), kreon, for example, 
has never felt a compulsion to create these. 
kreon tools of light are always reduced to two 
rational components: the useful and the formal. 
Rather than letting form dominate, we have al-
ways tried to let function, the illumination of space 
and object, prevail. In doing so, we have always 
taken care to maintain the same uniform, mini-
mum aesthetic language for the long term. 

In today’s consumer society, however, design 
has become fashionable. This is both a strength 
and a weakness, because everything that suggests 
itself as innovative, marginal, rebellious, even an-
ti-design, from industrial products to mainstream 
objects, obeys the same rational components 

The revolution 
of the object

— the useful and the formal — and precisely be-
cause of this it becomes design again and again. 

From the point of view that the aesthetic compo-
nent is increasingly taking the lead, the kreon-be-
lux product developers were asked to create an 
object around a single technical battery module. 

The usage aspect is always the same: to intro-
duce light as a tool for atmosphere and function. 
The aesthetic component, fed by the personal 
choices of the designer and harmonised in a 
series of group discussions, yields objects, shapes 
and materials that are unique and different. 
The objects are not only a collection of interpreta-
tions of the original “kreon style” but are a labo-
ratory of form and materials from which kreon will 
draw for future collections.  
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kreon prologe 40 in-dolma is a new made to measure profile that wants to 
create functional light through the discrete presence of simple architectural 
volumes. The program consists of a 48V magnetic track integrated into a kreon 
dolma 40 recessed profile housing that can be equipped with single or double 
cilindrical or cubed shaped light modules. These luminaires are available in a 
downlight or wallwash optic. Additionally the profile works also with most other 
kreon 48V track luminaires. With this design, kreon prologe 40 in-dolma offers 
not only a new architecture, but also demonstrates how architecture is defined 

by light and appearance. 

Elegant and minimalistic cylindrical light fixture meets decorative optional 
accessories in glass. belux holon-60 features a range of cylindrical pendant 
and surface mounted light fixtures, characterised by its compact form and deep 
set LED position, a subtle feeling of light. belux holon-60 provides discreet 

and functional solutions to general or accent lighting within architecture.

belux holon 60kreon prologe 40 in-dolma

noveltynovelty
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“5 years ago, one man contacted me and asked me ‘are you 
interested in a special project’” architect Dieter Neikes tells 
us while standing on the second floor of a nearly finished 

construction. The b’mine hotel in Düsseldorf can’t compare to any 
other hotel. The normal rules do not apply here. Dieter Neikes 

walks us through the design and shares with us his vision.

Interview with 
German architect

Dieter Neikes:
Bmine hotel 
in Düsseldorf
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Modern nomad
For the modern nomad, Dieter 
Neikes describes the hotel guests, 
inviting them to slow down and 
live in the moment. “The b’mine 
hotel is designed for the mod-
ern man. For busy people. It’s 
a getaway from daily routine.” 
As he refers to the hotel rooms as 
“a perfect home for limited time: 
luxurious and practical”. The story 
begins when you walk into the 
hotel and the music invites you 
into the elevator. When you leave 
the elevator, kreon nuit in the 
hallway continue to play music. 
All the elements are uniquely 
designed for the b’mine hotel: 
the special flooring, the lighting 
system, the artwork, the furniture 
in the rooms, the colors that bring 
the outside experience in. 

Outside → inside
Even the use of colors is poetry 
here. The same colors from the 
outside façade were used in the 
rooms. When the daylight fades, 
the colors in the room change. 
Just like colors in nature change 
when dusk sets. It is how the 
architect makes outside and 
inside come together.
The hallways are designed 
to counteract mass feelings. 
No hallways with one door 
behind the other as one might 
expect from hotels. But little 
coves with indirect light to give 
a personal feeling.

Internationally 
patented Car Lofts
The hotel has 202 rooms: 
single rooms and double but 
the hotel really stands out with 
its unique and internationally 
patented Car Lofts. Spacious 
modern rooms adjacent to a 
personal parking space for 
your car. Guests drive their car 
into the car lift and with the 
barcode on their smartphone 
— which they obtained after 
checking in online or at the 
front desk —  the elevator takes 
them to their parking space 
next to their hotel room. The 
same barcode gives access 
to the hotel room from the 
personal parking space. So if 
you want you can check in, 
stay overnight and leave the 
hotel with your car without 
ever meeting one single living 
soul. If you want. kreon wabi 
provides the individual car 
parkings with indirect lighting. 
In the hotel rooms of the Car 
Lofts and the double rooms 
guests find kreon holon 40 
directional luminaires near 
the bed. To touch, to redirect, 
to read, to use at night should 
they want to get up. 

The artwork in the Car Lofts 
all contain cars in one way 
or another. The artwork on 
the wall is highlighted with 
kreon holon 80 directional 
luminaires.

All the know-how and the experience of 
Neikes and kreon was brought together 
for the perfect lighting solution

↑ 
kreon holon 40 
directional are 
used as bedside 
lamps and 
kreon holon 80 
directional as the 
main lighting.

The modern design of the rooms 
can’t compare. Everything you 
see in the room is carefully 
considered before it was placed 
there. The curtain around the 
bed makes the cocooning feel-
ing complete. There is no main 
light in the room like other ho-
tels rooms often have. No stand-
ard installation but designed 
for practical use. To simulate a 
“loft” feeling. 

Neikes explains: “ We want 
guests to feel at peace with the 
lighting. In the streets in gen-
eral there is too much lighting. 
The minimum of light in the 
hotel and the rooms bring calm-
ness and relaxation. You don’t 
need more.” Less is more was 
the rule of thumb in the design-
ing process. You see evidence 
of this philosophy everywhere 
throughout the hotel: the design 
of the rooms, the hallways and 
even in lighting less is more.

Less is more 
As the architect explains, there 
is only as much light provided 
as is needed. In the hallways 
kreon holon 80 luminaires were 
placed when Neikes discov-
ered the glow circle was too 
wide. “I immediately contacted 
kreon and told them ‘we have a 
problem’ they immediately came 
to Düsseldorf and together we 
figured out a perfect solution. 
We adjusted the louvre of the 

luminaires and kreon sent them 
into production. Now the result 
is perfect.”

Top floor
The top floor is designed as a 
B2B location where meetings, 
dinners, parties and soirees 
can be organized. The poet-
ry in colors continues here as 
every ceiling of each room has a 
unique color with a story behind 
it. The name of the colour of the 
ceiling is the name of that room. 
Even in toilets the color scheme 
continues and the kreon lighting 
provides just as much light as 
is needed.
kreon and belux lighting is used 
in the bar and the event loca-
tions. As is unsure for what type 
of events this room will be used 

— could be a corporate meeting 
or a small dance party — the 
choice of lighting makes it pos-
sible to accommodate all kinds 
of events. 
In one corner we see kreon holon 
80 as well as kreon nuit. “It is 
designed for small tables but 
also for bigger tables” Neikes ex-
plains. “Your lighting and furni-
ture must be designed together 
if you want to make it work.” 
That is exactly how Neikes op-
erated in this design. The main 
idea of the hotel was identified. 
Then he opened the dialogue 
with kreon lighting designers. 
Together all the know how and 
the experience of both parties 
could be brought together for 
the perfect solution for the hotel 
lighting of this unique concept.
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Wat is freestanding 
office lighting?
Freestanding office lighting is 
nothing more than office light-
ing that is not attached to the 
office building. It is separate 
from the infrastructure and 
therefore stand on its own. This 
immediately explains why com-
panies increasingly opt for these 
light fittings. They are flexible 
and dynamic, just like modern 
day workplaces are. Companies 
using flex desks? Ever changing 
workstations? Free standing 
office lighting allows companies 
to easily adapt lighting to the 
needs of the surroundings and 
of their employees. 

More benefits
The advantages of using 
freestanding office lighting are 
numerous. For instance there is 
no installation required given 
these light sources are not 
integrated into the infrastructure 
of the office building. Should 
the work environment change, 
the luminaires change with. 
There is no need for major 
renovation work. 

Perhaps the biggest benefit 
of freestanding office lighting 
is the ability to adjust office 
lighting to the needs of their 
employees. Because everyone 
has different needs and 
experiences lighting differently, 

depending on their tasks or age. 
For instance, older people need 
more light than younger people 
and tasks using a computer 
naturally need less light than 
other jobs. Various studies have 
shown that good office lighting 
reduces the risk of health 
problems and contributes to a 
safe and comfortable workplace. 
With freestanding office lighting 
companies can ensure a more 
pleasant working environment 
and focus on the well-being of 
their employees. 

Management taking the 
time to invest in the right office 
lighting therefore becomes 
essential.

An increasing number of companies take the time to consider the 
right office lighting. This is very encouraging, seeing how the right 
office lighting can make a great contribution to the productivity of 
the company and the well-being of its employees. In the search for 
the right lighting for a professional environment, companies often 
combine different types of lighting, one of which is the freestanding 
office light. Why? And what are the advantages? 

COMFORT 

Freestanding 
office light: 
what’s in it 
for me?
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Architects
Zoran Bodrozic

Location
Klosterneuburg, 
Austria

Residential
On the edge of a forest to the north, 
above a meadow on slope towards the 
south, and with beautiful views over the 
Danube River, the Klosterneuburg Abbey, 
and the City of Vienna, is the site where 
the house called “Widescreen” found 
her place. Built for one big family, with 
an open view to the landscape from 
all rooms and spaces across 3 floors. 
This concept necessitated the maximum 
possible width within the regulations, and 
needed two completely different sides of 
the house. Closed to the north, with only 
two large sliding doors on the edges, 
open to the terraces. Structural glazing in 
the south 3 stories high, maximum open 
to the sun and the view, and a big stone 
terrace on the basement level, ending 
in the wide infinity swimming pond on 
the edge of the slope. To fit with the 
minimalist style of the building, architect 
Zoran Bodrozic chose for a selection of 
elegant but functional kreon tools of 
light, including kreon down in-line 80 
recessed spotlight and erubo surface 
mounted spotlight.

PRIVATE 
RESIDENCE
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To fit with the 
minimalist style 
of the building, 
architect Zoran 
Bodrozic chose 
for a selection 
of elegant but 
functional kreon 
tools of light

→ 
kreon holon 80 
surface mount-
ed provide a 
discreet yet func-
tioal solution to 
light the kitchen.

↑ 
kreon rei wall-
wash profile is 
used to illumi-
nate the artwork 
in the living 
room area.
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The light source you choose and 
how it is installed can affect pro-
ductivity and concentration. Did 
you know? A light source that is 
incorrectly installed or adjusted 
can cause glare, fatigue and 
visual difficulties. There are two 
ways in which glare can occur: 
directly and indirectly. In case 
of direct glare, the light source 
shines directly into the eyes or 
face. Indirect glare refers to the 
reflection of the light source on a 
reflective surface. 

The Unified Glare Rating
The Unified Glare Rating (UGR) 
is an indication of the extent 
to which a light source causes 
glare. The rating helps to de-
termine how likely a luminaire 
is to cause discomfort to those 
around it. The UGR is very impor-
tant when allocating light fittings 
within a lighting plan. Paying 
attention to this number can 
help you ensure that the lighting 
in your office is optimized. 

When measuring the UGR, 
one must consider a number of 
important factors:
– The size and shape of the 

space in which the light source 
is present;
– The distribution of light fittings 
across the space; 
– The surface brightness or lumi-
nance of the walls, ceiling, floor 
and other large surfaces (white 
walls, for example, reflect lots of 
light);
– The type of light fitting  
and barrier;
– The position of the observer.

Quality levels and 
the official standard
The higher the value, the more 
light pollution there is. The av-
erage Unified Glare Rating lies 
between 15 and 30. There are 
5 different quality levels in the 
UGR: 16, 19, 22, 25 and 28. 

The particular quality lev-
el that should be applied to 
a specific space is official-
ly determined in a Europe-
an EN standard (the NEN-
EN-12464-1 standard). 
However, some places might re-
quire good lighting without pol-
lution in order to best serve their 
particular purpose. For instance, 
corridors require a UGR below 2. 

Drawing studios or design of-
fices below 16. Office spaces in 
general below 19 and staircases 
and elevators below 25.
When the rating is below 10, 
there is considered to be no 
glare, the so-called ‘zero-glare’.

Variable rating
It is also important to mention 
that the UGR rating is not a 
characteristic of a light fitting. 
It is the combination of the 
brightness of the light fitting, the 
brightness of the environment 
and the interaction between 
our position and the corner. 
Only one of these three factors 
can be adjusted: the brightness 
of a light fitting. This means 
that the UGR is variable, de-
spite what is often thought. This 
also means the UGR can be 
influenced by the presence or 
absence of lighting. 

Given the importance of good 
lighting for the well-being of em-
ployees and their concentration, 
it is definitely worth the effort to 
think through the office lighting 
with a lighting plan and to take 
the UGR into account.

Why is good office lighting so important for your company and your 
employees? And what are the factors you better pay attention to? 
Discover how you can enhance employees’ performance and general 
working conditions. 

TECHNOLOGY

The importance 
of good office 
lighting
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belux siro stands for a quest for the different! It is the answer to a thorough 
design process of belux listening to partners who are leading experts in spatial 
design and office/workplace planning. belux siro combines the renowned aes-
thetical expertise of the Belgian art director Kristof Pycke and the outstanding 
knowledge of the Swiss engineer in charge Bruno Aeberli. kreon siro represents 
professional workplace lighting with best de-glare characteristics, while also 
allowing for excellent and well balanced light distribution. Its aesthetics break 

conventions and thus supports exceptional interior design concepts.

belux sirobelux siro

noveltynovelty
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SPECIFICATIONS
Light source: 
LED, 90W, 4000K, 
13450lm
Light distribution:
asymmetric, 15% 
direct, 85% indirect
Optic: 
CDP-system of light 
guiding prismatic 
and de-glaring 
prismatic plates 
UGR < 12
Light management: 
standard touch dim 
& multisens, DALI & 
SWARM on request
Energie-efficiency 
calssification: 
A+
Colors: 
white-black

Free-standing side positioning 
for 1 or 2 workplaces

Double central table mounted 
for up 4 workspaces

Pendant mounted for 
meeting tables for up to 8 places

belux sirobelux siro

850

750

650

550

850

750
650

550
500

850

750
650

550
500

noveltynovelty
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Retail
Antwerp’s finest fashion boutique: SN3.
It’s one of the best kept secrets in 
Antwerp: SN3 is located in one of the 
remaining historical cinema buildings in 
Antwerp. The store opened its doors in 
2009 on the prestigious Frankrijklei, not 
far from the Opera House. The challenge 
in this historical building: preserve the 
brick walls and still providing the best 
lighting to light out the luxury collections 
of Chanel, Prada, Gucci and Dior. 

kreon holon 80 on-track was used as 
a highly flexible and adaptable LED 
lighting solution.

In the renewed part of the store, 
we applied recessed kreon aplis 80 
spotlights with a deep-set LED that 
provides a subtle feeling of light without 
the uncomfortable sight of light. kreon 
holon 40 directional were added for 
accent lighting.

SN3

Architects
Zoom

Location 
Antwerp, Belgium
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An old cinema turned 
into a fashion theatre

↑ 
kreon aplis 80 
spotlights with 
a deep-set LED 
provides a subtle 
feeling of light 
without the un-
comfortable sight 
of light.

← 
kreon holon 40 
directional were 
added for accent 
lighting.
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Case study

kreon aplis/down 80 high efficiency integrates the newest high efficient 
System Bartenbach faceted optics as an extension to the existing kreon aplis/
down 80 range. Combined with a COB LED module it creates high efficient 
pools of light on horizontal surfaces or dramatic scaloping effects on verticals.

kreon siro is a functional desk light with an asymmetrical light distribution for 
individual task lighting. Its rotatable head integrates 3 System Bartenbach 
reflectors providing high visual and glare free working light. kreon siro can be 
operated and dimmed wireless just by touching the small tube at it’s base. 
kreon siro can be flush integrated in the desktop or mounted on a round 
stand. kreon siro is offered in black and white with optional chrome accents.

kreon siro deskkreon aplis/down tactical

noveltynovelty
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More and more smart concepts 
make it possible to wireless mon-
itor and control different appli-
ances such as lighting fixtures, 
blinds, cameras and others. 

Wireless lighting control has 
several operational advan-
tages, helps saving on energy 
consumption, maintenance and 
repair costs and allows tailor-
made programming. For exam-
ple, when combined with motion 
and daylight sensors. 
All kreon tools of light LED 

fixtures can be equipped with 
Bluetooth lighting controls that 
can operate with different build-
ing management systems.

Casambi
kreon kagi, esprit as well as 
kreon updown and belux twi-
light 360 are standard integrat-
ed with Casambi.

The advantages are:
– No dedicated control wir-
ing needed

– Energy saving
– Control on individual fix-
ture level
– Reduced installation cost
– Immediate response
– Connectable with Bluetooth 
switches and sensors

For more information on kreon 
Bluetooth or Casambi applica-
tions, please contact your local 
kreon lighting consultant.

The Internet of things (IoT), internet connectivity and interaction 
between devices and everyday objects that can be remotely managed, 
can no longer be ignored in home and building automation.

CONNECTIVITY 

Standard 
integrated

character serie

� holon

sensor mobile device

mesh network

gateway

cloud

information &
data analysis
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Office
Ceilings usually have an indistinctive 
character in the space surrounding us. 
In daily life, as well as in architecture, 
they are seldom noticed. The black 
ceilings by kreon ceiling solutions make 
the anonymous surfaces come alive: 
structure, relief and symmetric shadow 
gaps support the architectural rhythm 
of space whilst creating effects like 
rest, order... and even chaos. Concrete, 
black steel and glass are the materials 
chosen for the design of this building. 
This project aims to be a workplace that 
fulfills the function of an office but also in 
particular a meeting place and reception 
area. The building fits discreetly into the 
existing rural environment while marking 
its presence by a sober and clear 
architectural language.

The layout of the visible concrete walls, 
the terrazzo floors, black frames with 
suiting lighting in the black ceilings, 
nevertheless give a warm atmosphere 
to the building to provide a feeling of 
maximum comfort to the occupants.

CREUTZ & 
PARTNERS

Architects
Plan76, Radermacher & Schoffers  
Architectes

Location 
Luxembourg
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The black ceilings by 
kreon ceiling solutions 
make the anonymous 
surfaces come alive

← 
kreon black clip-
in ceiling with 
integrated tenno 
and holon 40 
downlights
→ 
kreon rytmi ceil-
ing with cana 80 
and kreon holon 
40 downlights.
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kreon aplis/down (in-line) 60 is a new range of round — and square shaped 
recessed downlights with an aperture of 60mm. Equipped with the newest 
System Bartenbach faceted RMJ reflector in a fixed downlight or wallwash 
luminaire they offer optimal efficiency and uniformity. Combined with an 
UGR<19 wide flood optic they are the perfect tool to bring general lighting 
in an office space. With the additional choice of superspot, spot, flood, wide 

flood and wall washer, it provides a truly versatile lighting tool.

kreon side reproduces many aspects of the classical recessed side light. 
The faceted reflectors developed by Bartenbach which are incorporated into 
the light ensure a uniform asymmetrical beam, making kreon side an efficient, 
compact floor or ceiling washer. A soft yet striking light beam and the steep 
bevel of the finishing louvre draws attention to the straight vertical back 
surface which can be finished in various materials according to the designer’s 
preference. kreon side available in widths of 25, 40 and 80 mm can be merged 
perfectly into the architecture and combined with other kreon tools of light.

kreon sidekreon aplis/down 60

noveltynovelty
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kreon up 40
Sizes matters

kreon up 40 is the smallest 
member of floor recessed up 
lighters characterised by its 
minimal appearance and op-
tical functionality. The range 
offeres both square and circular 
forms, is finished with black or 
white backed toughened glass 
with satin stainless steel trim.  
LED modules are deep-set 
within the luminaires and can 
be complemented with a baffle 
optic for wall grazing.

The units are sealed to IP67 
and have a die cast alumini-
um and stainless steel housing 
to provide protection from the 
harshest environments.

kreon up 40 is also availa-
ble as a surface mounted fixed 
downlight.

kreon up 80
Revisited wall 
washer optics

kreon up is a range of floor re-
cessed up lighters characterised 
by its minimal appearance and 
optical functionality.

The range offered in two 
sizes in both square and circular 
forms, is finished with black or 
white backed toughened glass 
with satin stainless steel trim. 
LED modules are deep-set with-
in the luminaires and are con-
trolled by a choice of anti-glare 
louvres for precise uplighting, 
brightness limiting diffusers for 
ambient or orientation lighting 
and wall wash optics for vertical 
illuminance.

The units are sealed to IP67 
and have a die cast alumini-
um and stainless steel housing 
to provide protection from the 
harshest environments.

kreon side in-line 
Now available in 
size 25

kreon side reproduces many 
aspects of the classical recessed 
side light. The faceted reflectors 
developed by Bartenbach which 
are incorporated into the light 
ensure a uniform asymmetrical 
beam, making the kreon side 
in-line an efficient, compact 
floor or ceiling washer. A soft 
yet striking light beam and 
the steep bevel of the finishing 
louvre draws attention to the 
straight vertical back surface 
which can be finished in vari-
ous materials according to the 
designer’s preference. kreon 
side in-line is now available 
in size 25 and can be merged 
perfectly into the architecture 
and combined with other kreon 
luminaires.

kreon
product 
updates
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kreon holon 40 lfo
Double focus

kreon holon 40 is a range of 
cylindrical luminaires charac-
terised by its compact form and 
deep set LED position, providing 
a subtle feeling of light without 
the uncomfortable sight of light. 
kreon holon 40 can provide a 
discreet yet functional solution 
to general or accent lighting 
within architecture. Finished 
in black for a dramatic ceiling 
contrast or pure white for a more 
harmonious integration. kreon 
holon 40 is now available with a 
new double focus lens in com-
bination with a dark light louvre 
for a higher visual comfort.

kreon oran wall
kreon’s 
ornamental line

With kreon oran, kreon launched 
its first ornamental line back in 
2018. The oran series consisted 
of pendant and ceiling lumi-
naires. At the end of 2019 the 
oran range was expanded with 
a table light, kreon oran object. 

And now a final member 
was added to the oran family, 
kreon oran wall, a series of wall 
mounted indication luminaires 
finished with albaster. kreon 
oran wall is available with or 
without a disk, in black or in 
white finish. kreon oran wall 
without disk can either be 
surface our recessed mounted. 

kreon wabi wall
Guiding light

kreon wabi wall is an IP65 ex-
ternal guidelight. This compact 
luminaire is available with an 
LED light source, an asymmet-
ric beam angle and a colour 
temperature of either 2700K 
or 3000K. 

The fixed wall has a asymet-
rical beam suitable for guiding 
ilumination.
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belux o-lite
Dematerialised 
IP54 light

belux o-lite is a compact wall 
and ceiling light suitable for uni-
versal use, whose structure and 
form corresponds to the clarity 
of its light. The layering of nu-
merous diffusers and light-guid-
ing shells produces a brilliant, 
optimally-dispersed LED light 
with reduced glare. belux O-Lite 
can be used both inside and 
outside (IP54). 

Material usage is kept to a 
bare minimum: light guidance, 
glare elimination, protection of 
the high-quality electronics, and 
durable functionality. The belux 
o-lite casing is made of robust 
acrylic glass and polycarbonate. 
belux o-lite is extremely easy to 
mount and is ready-prepared 
for easy-to-install series as-
sembly. For use in public and 
semi-public areas the light can 
be closed by a screw to prevent 
easy opening. belux o-lite is 
extremely well sealed and when 
the light is operating, the heat 
produces a negative pressure is 
produced so that the light can 
only be opened with difficulty.

belux disk LED
Geomatrical 
clarity  

belux disk has a captivating 
combination of geometrical 
clarity and dynamic line guid-
ance and relies on the mat-
ter-of-factness of round shaping. 
The homogeneous light made of 
steel and aluminium is modelled 
from a single line full of tension. 
The ground lens deflects and re-
fracts the light and distributes it 
uniformly in the room. belux disk 
is switchable and dimmable and 
is available with Multisens in 
white, aluminium and chrome. 
Besides the standard and 
pendant lamp belux disk is also 
available as a desk-mounted 
light. Besides fixed attachment 
to any tabletop belux disk is 
particularly suitable for integra-
tion into the USM Haller table 
and desk system. belux disk is 
now available with LED. With 
8590lm at 72W the luminaires 
provides balanced direct/indi-
rect lighting.

belux twilight360
Dim to Warm & 
Wireless Dim

The belux twilight 360 unites 
brilliant room and mood lighting 
in a clever way. While the indi-
rect, powerful LED provides for a 
great deal of indirect room light, 
the luminaire body is brightened 
by additional light sources and 
thus provides for the typical 
twilight characteristic. New to 
the range are the Wireless Dim 
(WD) and Dim to Warm (DTW) 
versions. With Wireless Dim 
the belux twilight 360 can be 
controlled wirelessly via Smart-
phone, Tablet or radio switch 
using the free Casambi app.

Dim to Warm utilises the 
natural understanding that light 
becomes warmer when dimmed. 
The newly introduced black 
surface, in combination with the 
smoked glass column specially 
tinted for belux, produces an 
extravagant ambience with a 
unique lighting mood

belux
product 
updates
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kreon stripe

HQ kreon 
Industrieweg Noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen
Belgium
T +32 89 81 97 80
belgium@kreon.com

HQ belux 
Neufeldweg 6
5103 Möriken
Switzerland
T +41 61 316 74 01
belux@belux.com 

Austria
Kärntner Ring 4
1010 Vienna
Austria
T +43 1 715 44 25

China
655 Changhua road, 
ground floor S1
JingAn district
200040 Shanghai
P.R. China

France
5, rue d’Aboukir
75002 Paris
France
T +33 1 44 50 53 54

Germany
Brühler Straße 11-13
50968 Cologne
Germany
Tel +49 221 937 22 0

Italy
Via V. Forcella 5
20144 Milano
Italy
T +39 02 89 42 08 46

Middle East
Dubai Airport Free Zone Area 
(DAFZA)
West Wing 6 (W6)
Office 6 WA 420
P.O. Box 293845
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
T +971 4 6091 355

North America & Canada
20 Murray Hill Parkway
Suite 180
East Rutherford, NJ 07073
USA
T +1 516 470 9522

Poland
T +48 504 788 355
Poland

Russia
T +79257081901
Russia

South East Asia 
63a Club Street
Singapore 069 437
Singapore
T +65 62 22 33 93

Spain
Ángel Guimera 7-9 local C
Barcelona 08017
Spain
T +34 600 462 551

The Netherlands
Danzigerbocht 39a
1013 AM Amsterdam
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)2 02 153 333

Turkey
Sehit Murat Demirli Cad. 
Resadiye Yolu 76
Alemdag-Ümraniye 34794
Istanbul
Turkey
T +90 216 430 86 00

UK
67 Maltings Place
169 Tower Bridge Road
London SE1 3LJ
United Kingdom
T +44 (0)20 7740 2112

offices

novelty

kreon stripe 25 is a truly versatile semi-recessed ceiling luminaire charac-
terised by a compact form hosting a single or double deepset downlight or 
a single wallwasher. kreon stripe 25 combines small rythmic pools of accent 
lighting with homogeneous wall washing light effects. High efficient optics 
developed by System Bartenbach provide efficient, glare free light and even 
light distribution. Finished in black for a dramatic contrast or pure white to 

disappear in the surrounding architecture.
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kreon NV 
Industrieweg Noord 1152
BE-3660 Oudsbergen
T +32 89 81 97 80
kreon.com
mailbox@kreon.com

General terms and conditions
kreon nv ’s general terms and conditions apply.
These can be accessed on kreon.com

General information
− Even though kreon takes all the necessary care to 

ensure the correctness of the published information, 
it accepts no liability for the correctness and 
completeness of the contents thereof.

− Images of products are by way of example only and 
may deviate from the original.

− We reserve the right to make changes in dimension 
and construction.

− The name kreon, all products shown as well as all 
photographs are protected by law and must not be 
used commercially without written permission by 
kreon NV, Oudsbergen, Belgium. Copying and 
reproducing this publication or parts of it is only 
allowed with written permission by kreon NV. 
The general terms and conditions of kreon NV 
apply for all orders.
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belux is committed to providing optimal 
solutions for complex lighting requirements 
both in the contract sector and in private 
residential environments. For this purpose, 
belux develops, produces and markets 
innovative lighting instruments that are 
distinguished by modern, energy-efficient 
lighting technology, functional design, high-
quality materials and meticulous fabrica-tion. 
belux regards lighting as a key element of 
interior design, which must therefore fulfil the 
highest functional and aesthetic demands.

Product culture
Lighting instruments by belux stand for 
long-lasting quality, guaranteed by a superior 
product culture on every level. belux lighting 
fixtures are manufactured with a passionate 
attention to detail. This is evident in the 
selection of premium materials as well as 
the extraordinary care that goes into the 
actual production process, which involves a 
comparatively high degree of precise hand 
craftsmanship. The belux product range 
consists primarily of standard pro-duction 
models. Customised products can be made to 
order if required, especially for projects in the 
contract sector.

Co-operation
belux maintains lasting business relationships 
with upmarket retailers and suppliers. As one 
of its many services, the company provides 
professional planning advice for specific 
lighting needs to both lighting experts and 
quality-conscious end customers.

Design
Lighting products by belux are developed in 
close collaboration with external designers, 
whose conceptual and creative ideas are 
merged with the company’s expertise in 
lighting technology and manufacturing 
know-how. The starting point for research 
and development is usually a functional 
need or technical innovation. The aim is 
to achieve surprising lighting solutions 
that are convincing not only with regard 
to their functional qualities and technical 
sophistication, but also due to their attractive 
appearance.

belux

shaping light
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